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N This is Our City
G
High over the countryside a silvery aircraft wings its way; below,
on the thread-like highway, a car
winds along; across the giant
swells a ship cuts its swath. Their
passengers are headed for "Shangri-la" Seattle University.
These are alumni converging on
their alma mater. They come from
all points of the compass, each
bearing the distinction of being a
graduate of former years.

—

The Homecoming Committee
chose as this year's theme, "Gateway to the Orient." Why?

Seattle, as a port, has become

known over the years as the vibrating pulse of the West's commerce. From here, ships have
sailed, planes have ascended; each
carrying treasure
passengers,
trade and, in the past few years,
joy and good will, particularly to
Seattle's sister city in Japan, Kobe.

—

— Gateway to the Orient
Strategically, Seattle is th." focal

point of the bridge linking Orient

and Occident. Lying along the
Great Circle Route, it is the recipient of countless exchanges.
Along its miles of wharves the
gaping ports welcome sleek tankers, dingy tramps and proud liners.
They deposit their wealth and
quickly steal away again. The
cargo and passengers then spread
out until the nation has swallowed

all, and so the flow continues.
Seattle receives and it gives.
This can be seen from the foreign
students of the East who are studying on the campus. In return for
their presence, they exchange with
American students different ways
of life, outlook and personality. On
their return home they carry with
them an understanding of their
Western counterparts.
Each of the alumni returning for
1

BESWICK

Homecoming Week is returning to
the Shangri-la which many have
searched lor. The term, of course,
became best known through J-!ines
Hilton's Lost Horizon. It is the
ideal whichmany have sought and
dreamed of. Here one is always
content, unconcerned and ageless.
Here is Seattle
here is Seattle
University here is Shangri-la!
May its graduates find no change
in its welcome atmosphere.

—

—

"
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HOMECOMING WEEK HONORS CLASS OF '48
Students Bid 'Sayonara' to
Homecoming at Thurs. Ball
By MARILYN BERGLUND
In an atmosphere of moonlit
Oriental gardens and exotic enchantment, students will bid "Sayonara" to the captivating whirl of
Homecoming activities on Thursday, Feb. 13.
The Grand Ballroom of the
Olympic Hotel will be the scene
of the Coronation Ball, which
traditionally climaxes this funfilled week.
Jerry Clough's
orchestra will

provide music
for dancing and
dreaming from

Jerry dough

9 p.m. till 1 a.m.
flowers will be
presented to all the women.
Feature event of the evening,
presentation of the Homecoming
Court and crowning of the Queen,
will take place during an intermission at approximately 10:30 p.m.
On a stage transformed into a miniature Japanese garden, each member of the Court will make her
entrance and be formally introduced by Pat Galbraith, dance coComplimentary

chairman.

Her Majesty will then be led to
her royal throne; Mary Petri, last
year's queen, will turn over her
title to her successor; and Governor Albert Rosellini will place the
crown upon the head of Seattle
University's 1958 Homecoming

Queen.

"Oriental simplicity" is the keynote of the Coronation Ball decorations. Instead of a centerpiece,

the flower-banked stage will set a
mood of Oriental magic, carried
out by. tiny gold rickshaws and
candles at each table and cherry
boughs framing the entrance.
Cherry blossoms will also provide a background for pictures of
individual couples. Jon Arnt will
be located in an alcove off the
main dance floor and will take pictures of couples throughout the
evening except during the Coronation ceremony. The Bxlo prints arc
priced at two for $3 and may be
paid for at the dance itself.
Starting today, programs for the
Coronation Ball will be sold at
booths in the Student UnionBuilding from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Price
of the bids is $3. Students are
urged to buy their programs well
in advance,as only a limitednumber are available.
Besides Governor and Mrs. Rosellini and Miss Petri, honored
guests at the Ball will include: Lt.
Governor John Cherberg and Mrs.
Cherberg, Rev. A. A.Lemieux,S.J.,
president of Seattle University;
Rev. John J. Kelley, S.J., executive vice president; and Rev. John

Gurr, S.J., academic vice president.

Other distinguished guests will
be: Rev. Robert J. Rebhahn, S.J.:
Rev. John A. Fitterer, S.J.; Dr. and
Mrs. Paul A. Volpe; Dr. and Mrs.

Edward Kimbark; Dr. and Mrs.
Herbert D. Reas; Dr. and Mrs. Joseph T. Page.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Leonard, Mr.
and Mrs. James T. Reilly, Mr. and
Mrs Robert Harmon, and Mr. and
Mrs. Edward H. Spiers will also
attend.

Meet the 20 Busy Chairmen
Of 'Gateway to the Orient'

THE 1958 HOMECOMING COURT: (back row, l-r) Riki Esser, Rosemary Jellison, Patricia Vickerman, Corinne Kubis, Carol Casey, Joan Parker; (front row, l-r) Barbara Cole, Margaret DiJulio and
Her Majesty, Queen Beverly Beswlck.

SU Campus Becomes Shangri-La'
At Annual Open House Tonight
-

Seattle University becomes
"Shangri La" for Homecoming
Open House tonight, from 7:30 to
11 p.m., when members of various
campus clubs and organizations
will display the results of several
weeks' study of Far-Eastern cultures and customs.
Open House is an annual Homecoming event which affords the
public an opportunity to tour campus buildings and stimulates student competition in depicting life
at Seattle University, the Homecoming game, or the Homecoming
theme itself. There are three categories in which prizes will be

Contreras & Hurd
Will Represent SU
In Brussels Finals

awarded: posters, displays, and
skits.
Thirteen entries will be on exhibit in the foyer of the Pigott

nounce the winner of the Home-

coming beard-growing contest.
Following this, refreshments
consisting of coffee and cake proBulding, starting at 7:30 p.m. vided by the Colhecon Club will
"Posters" are classified as anything be served in the Chieftain cafeon posterboard with no three-di- teria.
mensional qualities, and will be
Winners of the Open House
judged on the basis of originality, contests will be announced on
neatness, appropriateness and ap- Wednesday, Feb. 12, during the
peal.
student talent revue. Individual
On the Mall behind the LA trophies willbe given to clubs takBuilding and in the upstairs lounge ing top prizes in each division. A
of the Student Union Building, 18 rotating Sweepstakes Trophy will
displays will be erected.Unlike the be presented to the organization
tallying the highest number of
posters, displays may be threedimensional; however, no person points in all three categories.
A list of judges for the Open
may appear in a display unless it
is of academic interest.
House contests has been released
A series of approximately eight by Mrs. Edward H. Spiers, alumni
to ten brief skits will be presented chairman of the judging commitin the Pigott Auditorium, starting tee. Alumni comprising the panel
at 8 p.m. These will be judged on are:Mrs. Don Fleck, Mrs. Tom Siffour counts: originality, prepara- ferman, Miss Mary Mueke, Mr.
tions, appropriateness and staging Ronald Cox, and Miss Jackie Rafeffects. After the skits have been ferty. Dr. Richard Hickey and Mr.
completed, "Oakie" Oaksmith, HarryKinerk have also been asked
master of ceremonies, will an- to judge the entries.

Gov. Albert Rosellini announced
yesterday that Ann Hurd and Santos Contreras will represent Seattle University in the finals of
Washington State's Youth to Brussels competition. SU's winners
were selected from a field of 15
contestants after two days of deliberationby the official committee.
Ann is a senior from Kennewick,
Wash., majoring in political science. Santos, ASSU vice president,
is a senior from Seattle majoring
The first Homecoming Talent
in general commerce. Two alter- Show will be presented Wednesnates were selected who will also day, Feb. 12, in Pigott Auditorium.
compete in the finals. They are
Kathleen Moloney, first alternate, Curtain time is 8 p.m. This show
and Anne Schnider, second alter- will replace the annual Faculty vs.
Alumni basketball game.
nate.
The state finals will be heldlater
A special feature of the evening
this month, with students reprewill be the presentationof the life
senting universities and colleges
and good times of Martin Luther,
throughout Washington competing.
to be presented with the live and
Six students will then be selected
original cast. Starring in the lead
to represent the state at the role will be Marty playing himself
World's Fair in Brussels. They will and Al Krebs and Oakie Oaksmith
sail from New York April 1 and as "The Brothers Karamazov" will
return October 28. AH expenses play first base and left field.
will be paid, plus a small salary.
Diane Dunne, chairman, along
Each contestant was required to
with
Sam Brown and production
submit a 500-word essay on "What chiefs Oaksmith and Krebs, has
Our State Will Gain from a
brought together top campus enWorld's Fair." This essay was read
tertainers, including the Pitchthe
six-man
committee
and
before
Hikers, the Fox and Hounds, Don
then an interview was conducted Phelps, a faculty skit and Seattle
for 15 minutes. The committee conUniversity's favorite chorus line,
sisted of Rev. Joseph G. Bussy, the
Asian Floozies.
S.J.; Rev. James T. McGuigan,
S.J.; Rev. Edward S. Flajole, S.J.;
HOMECOMING BUTTONS
Dr. Orval M. Klose, Mr. Charles
Get in the spirit of HomecomS. La Cugna and Mr. John Taleing—get a Homecoming button!
vich.
The buttons went on sale last
Rev. John A. Fitterer, S.J.,
Thursday for 35 cents and may
chairman of SU's Youth to Brusbe bought in the Chieftain from
sells Committee, commented, "The
10 a.m. to 1 p.m., and at any
very
impressed
committee was
in Marycrest and Xavier.
times
with the seriousness and quality of
The profit from this sale will
the essays and the knowledge and
be used to help defray the overbackground of the contestants."
head of Homecoming functions.
Finalists and their alternates are
Pat Pavelka and Ron Ibsen,
oresently being tutored in converchairmen of this campaign, are
sational French by Mr. Andre L.
being helped in the sale by the
Yandl, of the Mathematics DeSpurs and A Phi O's.
partment.

Curtain Opens Wednesday Nite
On Ist Homecoming Talent Show

HOMECOMING CO-CHAIRMAN Pat Galbraith holds the rickshaw
carrying Veda Jo Vargo,assisted by (l-r) Ray Weber, John Blank-

enship and Jim Higgins.
As SU swings into a full week
of Homecoming excitement, the
Spectator is presenting to you
those students to whom we owe
the Far-Eastern panorama, "Gateway to the Orient." They are, of
course, the twenty men and women
who served as Homecoming chair-

men.
Tacoma is the mother city of the
two whose job it was to organize
and supervise the whole affair.
They are co-chairmen Pat Galbraith, senior C&F major, and
Veda Jo Vargo, junior in education.
Leo Shahon, senior psych major
from Seattle, handled the demanding position of business manager.
Freshman Sheila Welsh, C&F
major from South Bend, Ind., was
typist for the project.
Tackling the problems of arrangements and decorations were
Junior Seattleites Don Ibsen and
John Edwards, both in C&F, and
Sam Brown, a pre-med student.
Assisting them were sophs Fran
Abrams, Seattle born premajor.
and Dorothy Cochran, liberal arts
major from Walla Walla.
Maurice (alias "Oakie") Oaksmith, senior in C&F, made game
arrangements; while John Blankenship, junior education major,

-

ironed out all difficulties concerning elections. Both are from Seat-

-

tle.
Planning off campus publicity
were Ray Weber, senior from Seattle, and Rosemary Hebner, junior from Renton. The Department
of Commerce and Finance is fortunate enough to have attracted
bothof these students. On-campus
publicity was engineered by a Seattle girl and a Bellevue boy, sophomore Frances Skeate, art major,
and junior Ron Ibsen, another C&F
major.

Two Seattle natives, senior Jim
Higgins, education major, and
sophomore Mary Carroll, nursing
major, selected the programs, sifting through everything Oriental,
from character script to pagodas
and cherry blossoms.

Open House, the big event for
all campus organizations, was
placed under the direction of Dick
Abrams, senior C&F major from
Seattle, and two sophomores, Carol
born education
Casey, Seattle
major, and Jo Ann Arsenault, a
liberal arts major whose home
town is Tacoma.
These are the students responsible for all the "Oriental Enchantments" of the next week. Our
thanks and appreciation go to tHetn

-

for "services rendered."

Oaksmith will be master of ceremonies andKrebs is director. Admission will be 35 cents, with all

proceeds going to the Homecoming

tfund.

Lit Entry Blanks
Deadline, Feb. 13
Because of a lack of interest
among the students, the editorial
category has been dropped from
the Gamma Sigma Alpha Student

Writing Contest.
Entries are still being accepted,
however,for the article, poetry and
short-story categories. All entry
blanks must be in by Thursday,
Feb. 13. Manuscripts may be submitted to the Spectator office any
time until Monday, March 10, the

deadline.
To help correct any confusion
about the contest categories, the
following explanations are offered.
The chief point of distinction of
an articleis its broader, fuller and
more penetrating treatment of a
subject.
Articles may be character
sketches, literary criticisms, accounts of personal experiences, ar-

guments on debated questions, explanations of speculativeand practical problems and proffered solutions for these, short histories or
biographies, feature stories, interviews, essays, book reviews, etc.
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ASSU Slates

NCAABusTrip

THE SPECTATOR

Civic Orchestra Presents
Concert in Pigott, Friday

The tentative plans for chartering busses to theNCAA Basketball
Regional Tournamentin San Francisco on March 14 15, as announced in last week's edition,
have been heartily approved by
student response. Forty students
have already signified their interest in making the trip by registering in the ASSU office.
Because of a p6ssible strike on
the competing line during the
time in question, we can only be
guaranteed one bus on a definite
basis. It is quite possible, however, that if more students express
interest early enough, more than
one bus could be chartered.
Those interested in making the
trip to San Francisco, should SU
receive a bid to the tourney and
defeat the Skyline Conference
winner to gain entrance, are reCONDUCTOR FRANCIS ARANYI and members of the Civic orquested to pay the $25 round-trip
chestra ready for their complimentary concert Friday evening in
charge to the ASSU office as soon
Pigott Auditorium.
as possible. Receipts will be given
upon payment of the money with
Seattle University's Civic Or- the 35-piece orchestra is Miss
the written stipulation that the chestra, conducted by Mr. Francis Marty Holm, oboe-soloist.
complete price will be refunded if
Aranyi, will present a complimenSeattle University's Evening Dithe trip has to be canceled for any tary concert on Friday, Feb. 14, in vision sponsors the orchestra, with
reason.
the ASSU co-sponsoring this event.
the auditorium.
The first 32 students registering
The program, beginning at 8:15
The Civic Orchestra was estabin such a manner will be guaran- p.m., will include compositions by lished for business and professionteed their passage, as that is the Beethoven, Cimarose Benjamin, al people and homemakers who
capacity of a single bus. As soon Copland, Haydn, Herbert and Sa- feel a desire to play orchestral litas this is accomplished, arrange- thaus. The featured performer of erature after working hours.
ments can be completed and one
bus definitely ordered for the trip.

-

-

REQUIESCAT IN PACE
The students and faculty of
Seattle University offer their
heartfelt sympathy to Sheila
Delaney, on the death of her
mother in Spokane last Thursday.

AlumniHold Dance in Olympic
Saturday with Two Orchestras

The culmination of the Alumni
Homecoming festivities will take
place at the Alumni Homecoming
Dance in the Grand Ballroom and

Gifts and Valentines

Spanish Ballroom of the Olympic

Hotel on Saturday, Feb. 15, 1958.
Between the hours of 9:30 p.m.
and 1:30 a,.m., music will be provided by Jerry Clough in the
Grand Ballroom and by the Esquires in the Spanish Ballroom.
The 1958 Homecoming Queen
and her Court will be presented
to the Alumni during the dance.
The dance is cabaret style and

the dress is semi-formal.

Best Selection on the Hill

Tickets for the price of $5 a

couple may be purchased at the
Alumni office or at the door on

*
i! I
■*
jjFj
|

!*!

WILSON'S
VV ILJV^II «J

1219 Madiwn

Near Campus and Mjrycrest

the night of the dance.
There will be no table reservations.
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SU Sends 12 Delegates
ToHARRY
Model United Nations
By

111

N<;IKit! 111

IK

SeattleUniversity will represent
the Free Republic of Ireland at
the eighth session of the Model
United Nations, to be held at the
University of Washington from
April 23 to 26. General chairman

Noel Brown states that this is the
first time that Seattle University
is representing a country at the
Model UN.
Delegates representing SU are

Brian Cullerton, Milton McMullen,
Mary Ellen Walsh, Jane Merryman, Dean Floyd, Dan Ballard,
Adoreen McCormick, Ann Hurd,
James Parry, Dave Wallace, and
Santilia Bertucci. Sonja Vukov,
editor of the Spectator, will serve
as press delegate.
Brown explained that this session of the Model United Nations
will adhere as closely as possible
to its genuine counterpart. Delegates are expected to faithfully
represent a country's foreign policy but they will be allowed originality of thought within the framework of that country's policy. The
delegation is working hard to set
an outstanding precedent.
To date the delegation has been
communicating with the Irish representative in New York and are
well under way to a comprehension of Ireland's stand in world

affairs.
For the remaining weeks, the
delegates hope to hold a series of

meetings in which agenda items
will be discussed pro and con. The
delegates hope to present, for the
benefit of the student body, a debate which was recently held in
the Irish Parliament. This should

present in context the substance of

Ireland's foreign policy.
Brown also stated that the delegation has been given special access to the University of Washington library, which is a depository
of the UN.

Feb. 21-22 Chosen
For Annual 'Gems'

The Music Department will present the Seattle University Chorale
in the annual "Gems of Light
Opera," under the direction of
Carl A. Pitzer, on Friday, Feb. 21,
for students only and on Saturday,
Feb. 22, for the public only. The
performances start at 8:15 p.m. on
both nights, in the Pigott Audi-

torium.
Students must show their student body cards. The public may
reserve seats by calling the Music

Department at CApitol 9400, Ex-

tension 112. Tickets are $1 and can
be purchasedat the auditorium.
Broadway show hits, past and
present, will be featured with selections from State fair, Fanny,
South Pacific, Carousel, Oklahoma,
Blossom Time, Bells Are Ringing
and My Fair Lady.
As a special feature this year
the very popular operatic selections, "Jewel Song" from Faust,
"Pilgrims' Chorus" and "Evening
Star" from Tannhaeuser, and the
"Drinking Song" from La Traviata, will be given.
The accompanists are Shirley
Anderson and Theresa Kelly. Patrick Martin is the production and
business manager.

Are you Having Trouble?
see our STUDENT AIDS
OUTLINE BOOKS

with
' MATHEMATICS

PHYSICS
DATA GUIDES
CHEMISTRY
VERB WHEELS
LANGUAGES
also Ntw ANATOMY STUDY CARDS

The BROADWAY BOOKSTORE
Basement of Science Building

Chairman Rod Dennison, '54,

and Larry Clement, '53, are planning this event.
For Your Convenience —We

Gift-Wrap and Mail Gifts

jiowehs

TYPING

Term Papers, etc.
Neat, AccurateWork
STUDENT RATES
Call Mrs. Foreman
RA. 3680

Diamonds Never Before Individually Owned or Worn

M

FRANK KIEFNER
512 Broadway N.

FR. 4410

P. J. CASE FLORIST

Catholic Gift Headquarters
A Few Blocks West of the Campus

Kaufer Co.

Acron from Hie A. Br P.

1904 Fourth

Aye.

1014 Madison

ELiot 5066

Member of K. of C. and St Joseph* Pariah

We Buy Direct from the cutters and are located out of
the high-rent district. This results in 40%-50% Savings
to SU Students.

Fast, Quality Service

|MASTER

CLEANERS

Discounts to Seattle U. Students

1209 MADISON

■illillilllllllllllllllllllll

Formats a Specialty

f^lfr^

|

WELCOME BACK,

We have continued, for the past four years, to serve HIGHEST QUALITY food at LOWEST PRICES. Drop in after the game or dance and
enjoy our DELICIOUS FOOD and INSTANT SERVICE.

DICK'S DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT
...

On BROADWAY off OLIVE WAY
and on E. 45th
(Open Daily ) 1 a.m. to 2 a.m.

at

First N.E.
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WELCOME GRADS

... Usefulphrases In the days of old SC...

Messoge to the:

Banzai:

Class of '48:

Grads and Under grads

Homecoming, the main topic of conversation on the campus these days, should be an excellent opportunity for all of
us to enjoy ourselves and add to the lasting memories of our
pleasurable times at Seattle University.
Your Homecoming chairmen, Pat Galbraith and Veda Jo
Vargo, and their several committees have spent long hours in
preparing an exciting, activity-filled week for our enjoyment.
To the students: As the main purpose for a Homecoming
is just that, a welcome to returning grads, go out of your way
to bring the alumni of your acquaintance back for a look at
our expanding,dynamic campus. Once they are here, let's show
them some of that small-school hospitality and warmth that
Seattle University will maintain regardless of how large she
grows.

Homecoming Week is also an excellent opportunity for our
parents to become better acquainted with the University, its
faculty and its students. Bring your parents, families and
friends to the week's activities and share with them the benefits and pleasures of your association with Seattle University.
To the alumni: This is your show; you are the honored
guest; to you we extend our heartiest welcome to'our 53rd
annual Homecoming celebration. Anything that we might do
to make your visit more pleasant is our privilege.
Our job is to carry on and build the traditions that you
helped to foster at the University. We owe a great deal to
you and look forward to the time in the not-too-distant future
when we also will return to the campus to recall our days in
school, the friends we knew and the experiences we shared.
So Homecoming Week is upon us; let's make the most of
it. It comes but once a year and presents us with a unique
opportunity to take part in and enjoy many facets of university life and the companionship of the best people — Seattle
University students, past and present.
BRIAN CULLERTON,
Student Body President.

—

Editorial :

Dynamic Catholic press?
"Rome will have to do more than play a waiting game;
"She will have to use some of the dynamite inherent in
her message.
"To blow the dynamite of a message is the only way
to make a message dynamic.
"If the Catholic Church is not today the dominant
social force, it is because Catholic scholars have failed to
blow the dynamite of the Church.
"Catholic scholars have taken the dynamite of the
Church, wrapped it up in nice phraseology,placed it in an
hermetic container and sat on the lid.
"It is about time to blow the lid off so the Catholic
Church may again become the dominant social dynamic
force."
You may be unfamiliar with the above quotation but it
came from the pen of Peter Maurin, founder of the Catholic
Worker, a small newspaper often overlooked in the stacks
alongside the more widelypublicized editions of the Northwest
Progress and the Sunday Visitor.
Catholic press has long been cloistered in the folds of the
Church's robes and if it is, as Maurin says, to be the spokesman of Holy Mother Church then it must become dynamic,
truly reflecting the powerful message which is so strongly
predicated by the teachings of the Church.
Most of the literature we now see on our church bookshelves and in the vestibule of our parish church deals with
the lives of the saints, "Should Steady Dating by Teenagers
Be Allowed?", etc. These books are very useful and certainly
should be considered important, but are they alone fulfilling
the job of a true Catholic press ?
Are Catholics aware of the many problems involved in the
present international situation, such as the Church's position
in Poland, in Spain and in the Middle-East?
Most of them are not, sad to say, and it is the fault of
the Catholic press.
The fault is twofold, however, both with the journalists
who edit and publish Catholic literature and in the people who
read the material.
The supply can only be improved by the demand.
It is our job as educated Catholic men and women to create
that demand.

" GAIL DELWORTH

" OAKIE OAKSMITH

Since the theme of Homecoming
this year is "Gateway to the Orient," it would be well for the students of our school to have a good
working knowledge of conversational Japanese. In compiling the
List of Japanese Phrases and
Words Most Likely To Be Used
by College Students, the Spectator
spared no expense. A complete
study of the habits of American
college students in the Orient was

When we discovered that the
Class of 1948 was the honored class
of this year's Homecoming celebration, we decided to rummage
through the dusty files and see
what took place that year. We also
decided to check if there were any
names in that year's student body
that we might find familiar. There
were. The 1948 Aegis and the issues of the "Spec" suppliedus with
a few interesting bits of information, but the pictures were even
more fascinating.

...

Surf 'n' Stream Club was headed
by an enthusiastic sportsman

...

named Johnny Courchene.
One-half of the student body were

...
... . . .

veterans
they lived in McHugh
Hall and part of what is now Simmons Hall (talk about living on
campus!).
The IK's were the
campus leaders.
Bob Larson
co-chairmaned the High School
Debate Tourney, and closely resembled a current teen-age idol
(not Elvis Presley).

...
...
. ..

CatherineMorrison was the 43rd
The Class of '48 spent their free, Homecoming Queen
she was
made.
and probably class, time squeezed also the first to wear the HomePolIsini-ii were sent to such ori- into the lower part of the Science coming Crown.
Chuck Galental settings as the Kalua Room, Building a cafeteria aptly named braith (brother of this year's
the Outrigger, Bush Gardens and the "Cave." We are happy to have Homecoming co chairman, Pat
the Purple Dragon. After doing all the modern Chieftain, but we se- Galbraith) was listed among the
of these places in one evening, our lected a remark from the pages of 23 SC students in "Who's Who
pollsmen found that even a Jap- the "Spec" to show you that other
Among Students in American Colanese-American dictionary didn't things have remained the same.
leges and Universities," a distinchelp much.
"Cave Conversation: 'It looks tion that seems to run in the famCampion Hall, for out-ofHowever, they were all of one like rain.'
" 'Yeah, but it smells like ily.
common opinion
at the conclusion coffee.'
town girls, opened its doors for
—
the first time.
money talks, and
of the evening
Jim Reilly was
This was the year that the
there is no universal language. We "Spec" moved from its position in Junior Class president, etc., etc.,
felt that we could take issue with the tower high atop the LA Build- etc.
Father Edmund McNulty,
this last statement. Bill Holden ing to the lower campus in the S.J., was Dean of Engineering.
hasn't done too badly in his last "new" Buhr Hall.
John Talevich was busying himself
four or five pictures.
Joe Faccone was heralded as one with the typewriters and equipAs a matter of fact, he would of the top baseball stars of the ment of the "Spec".
have missed the whole plot in a
The women's intramurals
year.
ASSC president, Steve Robel,
couple of them if he had had a got almost as much Aegis space as warnedthe student body that "Apworking knowledge of Japanese. the basketball team.
We no- athy might destroy the ASSC".
In Love Is a Many Splendored ticed that among other now-de- In May, the Very Rev. Albert A.
Thing he went to the beautiful Eu- funct campus organizations was Lemieux, S.J., took over his presrasian doctor for an opinion the Exalted Order of Equestrians "ent position from Acting President
(which is "kiken," according to the
(but now we have Spurs).
The Father Edward Flajole, S.J.
Soldier's Guide to Japan). Instead
he asked her about a "jiken,"
which means an affair. Thanks to Where To Eat:
Bill's illiteracy the plot unraveled
on schedule.

—

-

...

...

...

-

...

...

...

. ..

..

...

Just so you don't get yourself
into a situation as embarrassing as
this, here are some timely Japanese phrases to try out on your
next date.
During the Homecoming Dance,
as you and your date are sitting
across from each other at a dimly
lit table, reach across, place your
hand over hers and say something
like, "Te o araitai desu."
This means, "I want to wash my
hands." She may reply, "Do itashi
masho ka?" ("What shall Ido?")
You could answer, "O-ishasan o
yonde kudasai," which is "Please
call a doctor." Then she might
gaze into your eyes and whisper,
"Ginko wa doko desu ka?" or
"Where is a bank?"
At the end of the evening they
nearly always say, "Onaka ga suita," which is "I am hungry." To
this you might say, "Yubin kyoku
wa doko desu ka?" The translation of that is, "Where is the Post
Office?"
Sake (liquor), mazeru (to mix),
kori (ice).

...

Your Shoes Ever Had
The Best Friend
HANAN'S SHOE REPAIR
1006 Madison

'Round town
DINING
Our Homecoming activities are
enough to keep everyone occupied
until next week.

" DE DE HOPKINS

seafood, try one of Seattle's well-

known seafood restaurants.
The Marine Room of the Hotel
Olympic, with spectacular combiLet's take advantage of our op- nation of muraled walls, terraced
portunity to go out on the town. dining areas and continental cuiHere's a list of places to go follow- sine for your dining in continental
ing the evenings of the week-long manner.
social events.
Crawford's Sea Grill overlooks
For a place to take your date the shores of Puget Sound. It
following the Homecoming Dance, serves fresh seafood of the North
try the Outrigger, located in the Pacific waters. The location is 333
Benjamin Franklin Hotel. It has
Elliott W.
the atmosphere of the South PaThe Sorrento Hotel's "Top of the
cific. Harper's magazine has point- Town" and the Camlin Hotel's
ed out that it has succeeded in its "Cloud Room" add a new dimenobjective in bringing oceans-away, sion and elegance to dining.
fabulous menus to its diners.
Succulent steak is the specialty
Real Scandinavian hospitality is of Pancho's, located at Fourth and
King
Oscar's,
offered at
4312 Au- Stewart. Rosellini's 410 and Vicrora Aye. Itoffers the true Scan- tor's are other elegant dining fadinavian smorgasbord and good vorites. John Franco's HiddenHarbor, 1500 Westlake N., also has a
American substitutes.
If your appetite is whetted by

unique atmosphere.
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1958 Court Sketches:

Her Majesty

a child feel secure and also to esJoan Parker
tablish his friendship patterns.
Blue eyes sparkling, cheeks
"One of my pet peeves are those faintly colored, golden-brown hair
Cole.
people going around asking what waved softly, graciously smiling,
Her friends readily understand grade you want to teach and, when Joan Parker waited for the interJoey's pet peeves, themice of Bor- you mention an elementary grade, view to begin.
deau Hall and the draft.The draft, they shrug their shoulders and
From the short question-andyou see, is indirectly responsible usually say, 'Oh, you don't need to
for the temporary separation of know much to teach those grades, answer session, we discovered that
Joan loves light blue, enjoys swimMiss Beswick and her fiancee, Mr, do you?"
ming and skiing, looks for sincerity
Paul Dempsey, former SU basebalf
in her friends.
pitcher and now with the U.S. MaWe also discovered that this
Margaret DiJulio
rine Corps.
Although she feels that she can- same quality of sincerity is charFor Her Majesty, the situation
not be classified as an activity- acteristic of the active co-ed. The
is well in hand.
ROTC Ball Queen and Seaminded girl in her four years at former
fair Princess is at home among
Seattle University, Margaret Di- royalty
now, as her poise during
Julio certainly feels that being a
court functions indicates.
is
Homecoming
princess
1958
a
Joan Parker is a princess, not
thrill she will not soon forget.
only for her beauty, but for her
Miss
nursing
student,
A senior
DiJulio feels that in her relation- character and personality as well.
ships with the SU students they
have made her feel she wanted to
contribute something to the student life. Briefly, her contributions
can be listed as 1957 president of
Barbara Cole
Providence Hall, two years with
For those who have only known the University Chorale and she is
Barbara Cole as that cheery voice presently a pledge to Alpha Tau
at the school switchboard whose Delta, nurses' honorary.
"Seattle University" greets callers
Administrative nursing right
every day, the 1958 Homecoming now
is the goal of the 21-year-old
opporwill provide an excellent
co-ed, as she feels that through
tunity to know her better.
her training she can reflect the atCorinne Kubis
Barbara, who is one of the two titude, ideas and philosophy of life
There's a popular belief that
senior princesses, also makes her of a Catholic education which is brains and beauty don't mix, but
talents known through other me- so vital in a profession such as Corinne Kubis seems to be the exdiums, such as Mv Sigma, as any nursing.
ception to the rule.
member of the audiences of past
The only girl from a family of
Blessed with a classic beauty
years' Variety Shows and operettas seven, Margaret is a
seldom found anywhere, Corinne,
native
Seatwijl testify.
tleite who enjoys all types of out- who comes to SU from Clover
"I actually feel that my interest door sports but frankly admits that Park High in Tacoma, proves herin music is what more or less gave her activities are somewhat cur- self a very intelligent co-ed with
me my foothold or niche at SU," tailed by her studies.
a sound outlook on life.
recalled the 22-year-old co-ed.
She came to SU because it is
Music also has addedimportance
Catholic and quickly replies when
in Miss Cole's life, as she met and
asked her favorite course, "Theolis now engaged to Ron Bentz, forogy, because I'd never had any in
mer president of the music honschool before."
stant rivals ironically were St.

Elizabeth's, of

Oakland, Calif.,
alma mater of princess Barbara

Queen Beverly Beswick

From the quiet town of Mill Valley, Calif., which sits in the shadow of the Golden Gate comes a
sparkling blue-eyed, 21-year-old
senior. Her Majesty, Beverly Beswick. 1958 Homecoming Queen.
No stranger to Homecoming,
Miss Beswick was a sophomore
princess in 1955 and wassoon after
elected ROTC Queen for the same

year.
AH of these titles were tremendous thrills to me, but this is just
like being Cinderella Ijust can't
believe it. Itis certainly an honor
for me to represent the school!"
exclaimed an elated queen.
She is known more familiarly
around campus as Joey and she
feels one of the most lasting impressions in her life brought about
that name. "When I was a little
girl in kindergarten Ihad a crush
on a boy whose name was Joey
and when Icame home Iwouldn't
answer unless I was called by his
name." Needless to say, the name
has stuck ever since.
Activity-wise, Joey has been
most active during her four years
at Seattle U, being a member of
the Spurs, Silver Scroll and on numerous dance committees.
One of the "California Crew,"
Miss Beswick attended Marin
Catholic High School, whose con-

—

orary.
An education major, Miss Cole,
who hails from Chico, Calif., hopes
to teach kindergarten, as she feels
this is an excellent place to make

man, and has a part-time job. She
was also on fall quarter's honor

roll!
"Friendliness" seems to be Carol's favorite theme, since that is
also what she likes best about SU.
The sophomore princess typifies

—
that spirit her quick smile and
light chatter soon make even an
uncomfortable stranger feel at
ease.

Riki Esser
Riki Esser's easy poise and nat-

—

ural enthusiasm are the first characteristics most peoplenotice that
is, if they aren't staring into the
deep blue eyes of the 5-ft. 9-in.
freshman. Riki reflects this enthusiasm in her views on anything
from her favorite music to her
ideas on a career.
When queried about what she

does in her spare time, Riki exclaimed: "Spare time! Who has

spare time?" She agrees with most
of the members of the 1958 royalty
when it comes to what she likes
most about SU. "The people
there isn't any place like it!" True
to her nature, Riki ends almost
every sentence with a verbal exclamation point.
The brown-haired princess has
not decided on a major yet, but
at least we detected a warmer tone
when she mentioned history and

—

The slender, blonde princess has

Rosemary Jellison

definite plans for the future, in the

Patricia Vickerman
Five feet

inches of straight-

5%

......

126 lbs.
forward friendliness
of inexhaustible energy
an
alumna of Ellensburg High, in El-

..

. calls Provilensburg, Wash.
dence Nurses' Residence "home"
now
finds nursing more rewarding than she dreamed it could
be
drinks, eats, sleeps nursing
feels the psychiatric or public
health fields will be her specialty
favorite color is blue
thinks Elgin and SU Chieftains are
just the greatest
looks for a
good sense of humor in everyone
she meets
first thing she notices about a fellow is if his shoes
are shined . pet peeve is "disa very ororganized women".
ganized princess
Patty Vick-

.. .
......
. ..

erman.

. ..

...

...
. . ..
...

person of Mike Flannigan, a senior
here. They announced their engagement at Christmastime and
plan a late summer wedding.
Beyond this Corinne has no
other plans. Her life's ambition is
to be a good wife and as for children, Corinne replies most definitely, "I'd like a lot!"

If you meet Rosemary Jellison
you're really meeting several dif
ferent people.
There's Rosemary the dead-seri
ous, who claims she likes SU fo
"its atmosphere. It's somethin
very intrinsic Icouldn't pull ou
but it's that certain something

like."
Then there's Rosie the fun-lov
ing, who won't tell what her hob
bies are but will only say, "Say

Carol Casey
"One thing that I like most
about other people is good nature.
Isuppose that ties in with person-

that Ijust laughed!"
Look again and Rosemary is th
realistic college student,who want
to be "well-educated and a goo<
teacher some day."
A fourth glance and Rosemary
is thoughtfully saying, "The qual
ity Imost admire in a person i
their ability to make one feel a
home."
Serious, fun loving, realistic
thoughtful
they all describe
Rosemary Jellison, freshman
Homecoming princess.

ality." That is what sophomore
princess Carol Casey finds most
appealing in her friends and acquaintances.
The statement could also be
well-appliedto the perky 5-ft. 3-in.
co-ed. Her energy and even temperament tide her over the type
of schedule that would wear out
a less energetic girl. Besides her
latest honor, Carol serves as Spur
secretary, Open House co chair-
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IvyLeague
Is it ever Ivy!Why, Coke is the most
correct beverage you can possibly
order on campus. Justlook around you.
What are the college social leaders
going for? Coca-Cola! So take a leaf
out of their IvyLeaguebook and do the
same! Enjoy the good taste of Coke!
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Save time: anytime with this
Dacron* and cotton Wash V
Wear. Just wash,hang up to dry
and wear. You'lllook smart all
the timein the Glen's Mitoga®tailored lines. They give you
that trim, tapered look,collar to
waist to cuff. Just $6.95. Cluett,
Peabody W Co.,Inc.
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CHIEF
CHATTER

By FRED YOUMANS, Sports

Co-Editor

With the season but seven games from over, tournament
talk is being mentioned more and more frequently these days.
The Chiefs will undoubtedly receive a bid, being the West's
top independent and among the Pacific Coast's two ranking
powerhouses (along with San Francisco).
This year's team won't have the same won-and-lost record
as past Chieftain fives, but it very well could be the best basketball team that ever represented the Maroon and White. The
tournaments will again tell the tale, Seattle never having won
an NIT or NCAA game besides a "pre Regional" tilt with
Idaho State.
The Al Brightman-coached powerhouses from 1950-1955
were as good as any other Seattle U team, but they failed to
register a win in a postseason tournament either. Last year's
aggregation was again a highly hopeful one, but St. Bonaventure spoiled that optimistic picture.
This year Coach Castellani has a team better in every way.
Baylor is even better, impossible as it may seem. He scores,
passes, defends better. His 60-point assault against Portland
wrote a new record in the school's book. The 108-point team
effort against Montana State, while not a record (beinga scant
point away) may still be bettered yet this year.
Though it was a blow losing Dick Stricklin, three others
have done very well in easing that loss. Charlie Brown is
great, scoring and on defense, too; Jerry Frizzell has had a
"hot hand" lately; and Don Ogorek occasionally shows signs
of shaking the sophomore jitters.
Captain Jim Harney is better; the other sophomores look
good; the whole team is much better than the one that took
the floor against Buchan's in the season opener. The way the
team has shown lately tags them a "dark horse" threat to
San Francisco if they choose the NCAA regionals, or a topseeded entry in the NIT. If the Chiefs played Oregon State,
Dayton or Temple today, they'd have to be given the favorites'
role. The San Francisco game would be a toss-up.
If Seattle accepts an NCAA bid, the two teams may well
meet the night of March 14. It could be a repeat of the Blue
Grass Invitational : to the winner goes the championship. The
teams tangle in the semi-finals.
Alumni may reminisce about the Redmen of the past, but
as for the greatest team ever? Who knows? We may well
know the answer around the 15th of March.

-
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Home of the BIG JUICY

BEEF BURGER

MARYLAND FREEZE
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Chiefs Meet Regis at Everett Thurs;
Reserved Tickets Still on Sole in Gym
By FRED YOUMANS
The nation's16th-rankedbasketball power, Seattle University,
completes its three-week "home"
stand this Thursday night, Feb. 13,
at Everett against independent
Regis. The Rangers are supposed
to have one of the best teams in
the school's history on hand, with
six lettermen back from last year
plus some highly regarded newcomers, something the Denver
school is beginning to make a
habit.
The teams tangle at the Everett
High School gym at 8 p.m. After
the Regis game, the Chiefs go on

-

the road for the last time of the

regular season,

with one

night

stands at Montana State and Idaho
State. They won't return to Seattle
until the 25th, for that long-awaited return match with the Buchan

Bakers.
Last year Seattle defeated Regis
at Denver, in a hard-fought game.
75 70. The unheralded Rangers
battled the Chiefs right down to
the wirebeforebowing in the closing stages. Regis had a 15-10 rec-

-

ord last year and qualified for the
NCAA small college tourney, lasting until the third round. This
year's team again is a dangerous
one, recently knocking over highly
regarded Oklahoma City, 78-77.
Coach Harvey Moore begins his
fifth and what he hopes is his best
season at the Colorado men's
school. Back from last year is the
sensational Dennis Boone, now a
sophomore. The 6-ft. 2-in. smallcollege AU-American (as a freshman!) was a constant thorn in Seattle's side last year. Boone has
an almost unstoppable jump-shot
as his main scoring weapon.

By KARL KLEE
With the first roundnearly over,
the ROTC team has a strong hold
on the American League lead. The
RO'S defeated the Nooners February 3, 51-42, to make their record
read five wins and no losses. Cadet
Bill Doherty was high-point man
for the game with 18 points.
The Nooners downed the Satellites, 54-44, on Friday, paced by
John Brose's 17 points. They share
second spot in the league with the
Goinkers. Each has only one loss
and both were to the ROTC.
The Goinkers won both of their
games this week. They beat Kelly's
Killers, 34-18, on January 20 and
made the Satellites their victims,
56-27, on February 4.
First slot in the National League
is held by the Probationists. They
turned back the Huskies, 49-20, on
January 30 to give themselves four
victories in as many starts. Probationist Howard Wilkinson led
the scoring with 23 points.
The Mafia is in second place in
the NL by virtue of two wins this
week. Phil Contreras canned 19
points to lead the way for a 60-47
victory over the Dukes January 31.
On February 4 the Mafia had
rougher going but scored in the
last few seconds to squeak by the

In the NL's other contest, the
Champagne Charlies emerged victorious over the Dukes, 68-44, on

February 3. Frank Barnes tallied
28 points for the winners.
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2-HOUR SERVICE
Monday through Saturday

15% DISCOUNT
to

Moore, stands at 6 ft. 8 in.

None of the starters is under 6
feet and only one player on the
first ten is under that figure, 5-ft.
8-in. reserve guard Jim Vigil.
While still not the height the
Chiefs have faced in other games,
particularly against Gonzaga, the
Rangers have enough tall men to
give theMaroon and White a tough
lot.
For such a small school (about tussle on the boards.
700), Regis has a lot of tall men
An allotment of 200 tickets was
on the varsity. Butler is 6 ft. 6 in., reserved to students and faculty at
Linnenberger 6 ft. 4 in., and a $1 each. The Everett gymnasium
hopeful freshman candidate, Tom only holds 1,750 persons.

On Campus withMax Shulman

(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!" and
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

BE IT EVER SO HUMBLE
Today let us apply the hot white light of sustained thinkingto
the (greatestsingle problembesetting Americancolleges. Irefer,
of course, to homesickness.
It is enough to rend the heart, walkingalong a campus at
night and listening to entire dormitories sobbing themselves to
sleep. And in the morning when the poor, lorn students rise
from their te:ir-stainedpallets and refuse their breakfasts and
shamble off to class, their lips trembling, their eyelids gritty,
it is enough to turn the bones to aspic.
What can be done to overcome homesickness? Well sir, the
obvious solution is for the student to put his home on rollers
and brinfe it to college with him. This, however, presents three
serious problems:
1) It is likely to play hob with your wine cellar; many wines,
as we allknow, will not travel.

ROTC & Probates
Still Top League

Huskies, 36-33.

15th and E. Madison 5

Only one of last year's starters
graduated. Other returnees include JimButler, Bob Lannenberger and John Gatens. HowardMarshall, a 6-ft. 3-in. transfer from a
California junior college, is the
other starter. Coach Moore has a
fairly strong bench behind these
five and counts on his reserves a

S.U. Students

13th and East Madison

2) There is the matter of getting your house through the
Holland Tunnel, whichhas a clearanceof only14 feet, 8 inches.
This, of course, is ample for ranch houses, but quite impossible
for Cape Cods, Georgians, and Saltboxes, and I, for one, think
it would be a flagrant injustice to deny higher education to
students from Cape Cod, Georgia, and Saltbox.
3) There is the question of public utilities. Your house—
and, of course, all the other houses in your town— has wires
leading to the municipal power plant,pipes leading to the municipal water supply and gas main.So you will find when you
start rolling your house to college that you are, willy-nilly,
dragging all the other houses in town with you. This willresult
in gross population shifts and will make the Bureau of the
Census cross as bears.
No,I'm afraid that taking your house to college is not feasible. The thing to do, then, is to makeyour campus lodgings as
close a replica of your home us possible.
Adorn your quarters with familiar objects, things that will
constantlyremind you ofhome. Yourbrother Sam, for instance.
Or your citizenship papers.Or a carton of Marlboros.
There is nothing like Marlboros, clear friends, to make you
feel completely at home. They're so easy, so friendly, so welcome, so likable.The filteris great. The flavoris marvelous.The
Flip-Top Box is wonderful.The tattoo is optional.
Decoratingyour diggings with familiar objects is an excellent
remedy for homesickness, but it is not without its hazards.
Take, for instance, the case of Tignor Sigafoos and Estabrook
Ruunch who were assigned to share a room lust fall in the
freshmandorm.
Tignor, an ice-skating addict from Minnesota, brought with
him 44 barrels over which hi; had jumped the previous winter
to win the Minnesota Jumping-Over-Barrels Championship.
Estabrook, a history major from Massachusetts, brought
Plymouth Rock.
Well sir, there was simply not enoughroom for 44 barrelsand
Plymouth Rock too. Tignor and Estabrook fell intosuch a violent quarrel that the entire dorm was kept awake for twelve
days and twelve nights. Finally the Deanof Men was called in
to adjudicate the dispute. He listenedcarefully to both sides of
theargument, then took Tignor andEstabrook and pierced their
©,„„, M.,stmi..,..
ears anH «nld them to gypsies.

* «
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And now all is quiet in the dorm, and everyone nits in
peace and smokes his Marlboros, whose makers bring you
this column throughout the school year.
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Buchans Beat
Paps, 94-65
By

FRANK PIRO
Buchan, an elephant

Mighty
ants in the Northwest
League, ran its victory string to 11
last Tuesday with an easy 94-65
triumph over Seattle's Papooses at
the Highline High gym.
among

The Bakers, who had all but
wrapped up the league title before
the season even started, threw

their usual ocean of basketball talent at the Freshmen and, as usual,
eachBaker respondedwith a deadly floor game and unerring accuracy from the free-throw line.

LONG QM

Bruno Bom, the Bakers' star
center, sat out the game in order
to preserve his college eligibility
at the University of Washington.
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Special Rates to Faculty and Students

5 POINT
CLEANERS
Chieftain
Broadway at

Cafe

Next to Elsie's

Madison

Fast Quality Service

Leading the Buchan attack were
Larry Ramm, a former UW Jayvee
star, and Carl Boldt, ex-SFU captain, who combined for 44 points,
22 apiece. Five Bakers in all hit
double-figures for the night, including Ron Patnoe with 15, Larry
Beck 13, and Charley Koon 10.
Charlie Karach, the Papooses'
high-scorer for most of the season,
banged in 23 points in his team's
losing cause. John O'Brien followed with 12.
The surprise of the night was
Mike Murphy, who starred in a
reserve role with 11 points. Mur-

phy has scored 45 points in the
last three games, including a 22point splurge against Seattle Pacific's Jayvees.

ELGIN BAYLOR, SU's All-Amerlcan, goes up for one of his 60
points against the PortlandPilots on January 30.

Baylors 60 Points Highlights
Chieftain Victory Over Pilots

By CHUCK SCHMITZ
The young Chiefs tie into Westthe night of January 30, a
On
side Ford, the Northwest League's
second-place power, Wednesday at band of Chieftains from Seattle
University pulled the biggest robthe Memorial Gym.

Air Conditioning— temperatures made to order*
for all-weather comfort. Get a demonstration I

bery since the great Brink holdup.
It took place in Seattle's Civic
Auditorium and, even though it
was seen by 3,200 witnesses, not a
single one pressed charges, except
maybe a few Portland U Pilots.
We were fortunate enough to
hear the details of the "big swipe"
from a well-known informer,
"Lippy the Lip." And here in Lippy's

own words is the story.
"The big clock read seven minutes to go, see,and these guys from
Portland had a 19-point lead, see,
and then
May Iplease have a
glass of water?
And then this
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... ...
swiping theball
passing
to some big
...
Bushley,
name was...

bunch of Redskins from Seattle U
and
began
it
Elmer
guy
who
Ithink the
calmly stuffed it in a ring about
ten feet off the floor.
"This happened again and again,
and the next time Ihad the noive
to look at the clock, the score read
94-91 in favor of them Indians.
The next thing Iknew, Iwas
pushed and carried down to the
floor by this big crowd of people,
and then Idid something Inever
regret; Ishook hands with dat big
guy
Elmer Bushley, Ithink
"
the name was.

ESffJi
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...

"They told me later that he got
away with 60 points. Man, that

must have been the biggest haul
in history. Iwent back again the
next night and, although it wasn't
as brutal, those Chiefs did it again.
The big guy got most of the gravy
again, by grabbin' 43 points.
"Y'know, Ionce made a vow to
go straight, but after seem' that
SU mob in action I'm gonna tie in
with 'em. Icould make a killin'
forgin' autographs of that big guy
Elmer Bushley, I think the

.name
. . was... ."
Impa'a Sport Coupe with Body by Fisher. Every window of every Chevrolet is Solely Plate Glass.

A BEAUTIFULLY MOVING THING! '58 CHEVROLET
It brings you a radical

Full Coil
suspension, a new Safety-Girder frame— more new things than any car
ever offered before. Don't put off driving this one!
Chevy was built to put a zest into driving
that hasn't been there before. You sense
this the instant you feel the silken
response of an engine likethe new TurboThrust VB. It's an extra-cost option that
gives you extra-quick action the second

NEW VB,* a new

your foot flicks the gas pedal. Chevy's Otdt frantMud ctumietdtaif
new Full Coil suspension is standard. Or,
for thelast word in comfort, you can even
have a real air ride,optionalat extracost. MMtmJ^jgg^jfitMM
See your Chevrolet dealer for good-as-gold

MBf^t^^VtWWWt

buys right now!

*Optional at extra cost.
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/"mow tra<Um«rt

See your localauthorized Chevrolet dealerfor quick appraisal— prompt delivery!§|j I"-"*

Bowling Scores
Although the Holy Rollers have

lost four of their last eight games,
they still lead the pack with a 12-4
record. The Sabers, league leaders
two weeks ago, now rest in second
place after losing three to the Sox
and a pair to the Holy Rollers. The
Unknowns, Giants and Reiser's
Raiders each own a share of third
place with identical 10-6 marks.
With only two or three games
separating the top five ,the race for
the league championship could be
one of the "hottest" ever.
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
Men
John Broel
Al Schakohl
Mark Hanses
Women
Linda Manlowe
Grace Orchard

180

178
176
131
123
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Father Lemieux
Honored at Feb. 8
Alumni Luncheon

HOMECOMING CALENDAR
Monday, Feb. 10, 7:30-11 p.m. OPEN HOUSE, lower campus
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 8 p.m. VARIETY REVIEW, Pigott
Auditorium
Thursday, Feb. 13, 9 p.m. CORONATION BALL, Grand Ballroom, Olympic Hotel
Friday, Feb. 14 PRESIDENT'S HOLIDAY, all classes
suspended
Friday, Feb. 14, 8:15 p.m. SEATTLE U CIVIC ORCHESTRA
CONCERT, Pigott Auditorium.
Saturday, Feb. 15, 9 p.m. ALUMNI DANCE, Grand and Spanish Ballrooms, Olympic Hotel.

Ball Gowns Styled
By Talented Co-ed
REV. A. A. LEMIEUX, S.J.
Rev. A. A. Lemieux, S.J., president of Seattle U for the past ten
years, was honored by the alumni
at the President's Luncheon on
Saturday, Feb. 8, in the Grand
Ballroom of the Olympic Hotel.
The alumni gave public recognition to Father Lemieux, whose
term of office at SeattleU has seen
ten years of phenomenal growth
and development, both academic
and physical.
Principal speaker at the President's Luncheon was the Most
Reverend Thomas E. Gill, Auxiliary Bishop of Seattle.
Joining the alumni in honoring
Father President were the faculty,
the Board of Regents, the Seattle
University Associates, theWomen's
Guild and the Friends of Seattle
University. Business, labor, civic
and Catholic groups were also represented.
John L. Murphy, class of 1927
and a past president of the Alumni
Association, was chairman of the
event. The toastmaster was George
R. Stuntz, class of 1925 andAlumni
Fund chairman. The luncheon
marked the culmination of the
most successful fund drive in the
history of the association. A check
was presented to Father Lemieux
by the alumni.

Monday, February 10, 1958

One week ago tonight, the Puget
Sound Sportswriters and Sportscasters Association gave a standing
ovation in recognition of the recipient of the annual Sullivan Award.
The award winner is the veteran

Norris attended Broadway High
in Seattle, then went on to Whitman College, where he became an
All-American football star.
Introducing the SU trainer, AllAmerican John O'Brien explained
Seattle U athletic trainer, Claude that it was often the trainer beNorris.
hind the success of athletic teams.
The Sullivan Award was pre- In turn, Norris recalled the time
sented to Norris at the annual ban- when it was decided to let the two
quet sponsored by the association. baseball players from New Jersey
try their hand at basketball
and
the unexpected performances to
which the O'Brien twins treated
their audiences.
Ending his talk, Norris stated, "I
willalways work for, fight for, and
live for Seattle University."

—

CLUB NEWS

All credit for theball gowns the
Homecoming Court will be wearing Thursday night goes to a real
"pro" at the business, Kathy Werran. Kathy, a senior home economics major, designed and executed the gowns.
This will be the third and final
time she has undertaken this timeconsuming job. Kathy is scheduled
to graduate in June.
The gowns, of turquoise taffeta,
are full-length. The fully gathered
skirts will be worn over hoops and
the bodices are plain with high
necklines cutting down to a "V"
in the back. Wide rayon shantung
cummerbunds will be draped in
back to form huge cascading
sashes.
Rhinestone jewelry will accent
the deep brillianceof the turquoise

Claude Norris Receives
Annual Sullivan Award

SODALITY
Feast of Our Lady of
Lourdes, Tuesday, Feb. 11, will be
observed by a Holy Hour sponsored by Our Lady's Committee, to
be held from 12 noon to 1 p.m. in
the Student Lounge.
The Holy Hour will consist of
Mass, the Rosary, two hymns, the
Litany of Loretto and Benediction.
All students are urged to take
part in these devotions, which will
mark the 100th anniversary of the
apparitions of the Blessed Virgin
to Saint Bernadette Soubirous.
The

-

formats and elbow length white

gloves

will add the finishing
touches to the princesses' regal
attire.

For Rent
Madison Street Theatre
Broadway & Madisoh. For particu-

lars, call
CLAUDE NORRIS

T. V. DEAN

Dignitaries and notables present at
the dinner included Gov. Victor
Rosellini; Leo Durocher, ex-manager of the Giants; Connie Ryan,
Seattle Rainiers manager; and Curley Grieve, sports editor of the San
Francisco Examiner.

ELiot 5595

916 Minor

Pi^ronize Our Advertisers!

Alpha Kappa Psi
Heads
Elects Clubnational
busiAlpha Kappa Psi,
ness fraternity for students in the

School of Commerce and Finance,
held election of officers at their last
business meeting, Wednesday, Feb.
5. Newly elected to the following
positions are: Stan Molitor as president; Frank Vitulli, vice president; Walter Purcell, recording
secretary; Fred Degrazia, corresponding secretary; and John Merlino, treasurer.
The elected leaders will take office at the installation banquet
which will be held Tuesday evening, Feb. 18, at the Arctic Club.
Rev. A. A. Lemieux, S.J., will be
the main guest speaker during the
evening's installation program. A
social hour for AX Psi alumni and
members will precede the dinner.
Also named at the last meeting
were the pledgemasters for the
forthcoming spring quarter pledge
class. Serving as co-pledgemasters
are Dick Abrams and Frank Viitulli. C &F students interested in
pledging Alpha Kappa Psi next
quarter should contact any member of the fraternity or Prof. J. W.
McLelland, moderator of the organization.
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WHAT IS AN IRRITATING MONSTER?
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cart lair.
OKLAHOMA A. > H.

Naggin' Dragon

MOVIE STARS can have the best of everything. The one above (Miss Va Va
Voom) drives a limousine so swanky it carries a sports car instead of a spare. Her
swimming pool's so large it has tides. When itcomes to cigarettes, Miss Voom picks
(Surprise! Surprise!) Lucky Strike. Says she, "A Lucky is just as light as they come,
dahlings. Its divine taste comes from tine tobacco
and simply everyone knows it's
toasted to taste even better!" All of which makes her a Quotable Notable! Light up a
Lucky yourself. You'll say, "It's the best-tastingcigaretteI
ever smoked!" End quote.
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Stuck for dough?
WHAT IS A

CROCHETING CONTEST?
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WHAT IS A GOURMET SOCIETY?
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(Don't do drawings.) Send 'em all
with your name, address, college
and class to Happy-Joe-Lucky,
Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
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WHAT IS THE SECOND VIOUN IN A TRIO?

WHAT IS A CHIN STRAP?
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We'll pay $25 for every Stickler weprint—
and for hundreds—more that never get used!
So start Stickling they're so easy you can
think of dozens in seconds! Sticklers are
simple riddles with two-word rhyming
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START STICKLING! MAKE $25
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BARBER SHOP
S Chairs

— No

1532 BROADWAY

Waiting

(off Pine)

-'

INNA KOMARNITSKY.
CHATHAM COLLEGE

SUk Tick

KAREN

RUNNING.
AUGUSTANA COLLEGE

F<UX BrOCC

AMELIA LEW.
MiddleFiddle
CAL. COLL. OF ARTS ft CRAFTS
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LUCKY!*
LIGHT UP A light SMOKE -LIGHT UP A
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